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Careful how you grow

Growth comes in many different forms: market-led, incremental expansion or step-change to
name but a few. This week,  we look at an example of each of these and try to assess what is best
for a business and for investors. Growth from whatever source needs to be transparent,
well-grounded and trusted by investors. Our stocks this week also raise the question of whether
markets need to forgive and forget past mistakes or problems - historic erring can create good
buying opportunities if current strengths are being hobbled by past weaknesses.

● Indivior (INDV) – the opioid crisis or epidemic (mainly found in the US) is a major
and growing healthcare issue with seemingly few successful solutions. Indivior is a
pharmaceutical company selling drugs that enable those addicted to prescription
painkillers to safely quit and end their dependency. Demand for such medication is
growing fast and EPS are forecast to triple from 2020 to 2022, yet the shares trade
on barely a market average PE. The share price does have a checkered history and
all pharma stocks are on permanent watch for cautious news flow, but the caution
and consequent discount here look overdone.

● Marlowe (MRL) – Marlowe is a highly acquisitive operator in the testing and
compliance space within the support service sector, consolidating highly
fragmented end markets via a long chain of small bolt-ons. It even dallied with a
step-change purchase of a near equal this year, but that fell through. The board has
ambitious targets that the consensus does not reflect, so it is hard to tell whether
the shares are cheap or fully valued. Those ambitious growth targets need to begin
to prove themselves if positive share momentum is to resume.

● Kape Technologies (KAPE) – Kape has made two large acquisitions this year, one
strategic and the other transformative. A more than doubled footprint in the VPN
(internet access security) sector via the purchase of ExpressVPN in September
looks capable of boosting EPS in 2022 by close to 30 per cent, but the shares have
only run up a little more than 15 per cent. The shares already hit a low, but have
de-rated further since the last acquisition. Does Kape still sit under the negative
shadow of its former self, Crossrider? It shouldn’t and the low rating relative to the
technology and cybersecurity sectors is unwarranted.

Analyst: Robin Hardy
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Indivior - part of the solution

Source: FactSet

Indivior, which came into being when Reckitt Benckiser spun off its specialty

pharmaceuticals business in 2014, is a global pharma business with narrow focus

primarily on treatments for opioid addiction supported by emerging drugs used in the

treatment of mental illness. Its primary product is buprenorphine, itself an opioid and sold

as the patent brands Suboxone and Sublocade (same drug but different forms of

administration), and is used purely to help patients withdraw from other opioids (mostly

fentanyl, oxycodone, hydrocodone or codeine) when they have a diagnosed opioid use

disorder (OUD). It is not itself a painkiller in these forms and is instead an “opioid

antagonist” that attaches to opioid receptors, reversing/blocking the effects of other

opioids, allowing those with an OUD to safely tackle their addiction.

Suboxone is a long established version of the drug (combined with another addiction

buster Naloxone, approved in 2002 for OUD treatment) and is an ‘oral film’ medication

taken daily. This has been Indivior’s mainstay drug historically, has around a 20 per cent

market share in OUD medication and still achieves c$450m of annual sales. Sublocade is

an evolution/revolution delivered as a slow-release injectable that needs only to be

administered once a month. This improves the effectiveness of OUD treatment. Growth

in Sublocade sales is the key driver of the investment case for Indivior.
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Growth of Sublocade has been spectacular, rising from $12m of sales in 2018 to $130m

in 2020, with a target of $240m this year and an ultimate objective to achieve $1bn of

annual sales.  There are some 3 million diagnosed opioid use disorder (OUD) patients in

the US and only 43,000 to date are using Sublocade: the target is 180,000.

The drug is expensive costing >$1,000 per dose but because Sublocade was designated

by the FDA as an 'orphan drug' (where the number of cases the drug aims to treat globally

is very small) Indivior is not required to show whether the drug can recover its costs.

However, because the potential patient pool is large, this designation has always been

controversial and could be a source of blocks and objections to Indivior’s ambitions for

the drug.

The other approved drug at Indivior (passed in 2019) is used in the treatment of mental

illness: Perseris is based around an established antipsychotic (Risperidone) used in the

treatment of schizophrenia. It uses the same slow release mechanism, once-a-month

administration as Sublocade and it aims to help patients who often fail to stick to daily

dose regimens, hopefully improving the success rate of treatments. The drug is only now

emerging, but Indivior is targeting annual sales of c$250m over time, clearly hoping that

the pace of uptake seen with Sublocade can be repeated.

In June 2021, Indivior announced an alliance to further broaden its product range and

treatment areas. It aligned with French pharma company Aelis Farma to develop drugs to

help with the far larger and more global problem of cannabis addiction and cannabis

induced psychosis.

The opioid crisis or epidemic

The opioid crisis or epidemic – most commonly associated with the USA, but a growing

problem globally. Dealing with it is the key driver of demand for Indivior's drugs.

The crisis itself is a supreme example of treating the symptoms rather than solving an

underlying medical condition.  Where medical insurance coverage is insufficient to fund

effective treatment, strong painkillers are often prescribed instead to allow the patient to

cope with  chronic and acute pain arising from their condition. Around one in four

prescribed medications misuse them (including selling on), one in eight become addicted

and around 5 per cent transition to Class A drugs, especially heroin.  Deaths related to

the opioid crisis have been rising steadily for over 20 years, as shown in Figure 1.

Despite the well-catalogued problem with high opioid dispensing, the global prescription

opioids market is still forecast to have a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of around

3 per cent (source: Allied Market Research) to c.$22bn per annum by 2026. It is
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estimated that, while often growing far more rapidly in other countries, some 80 per cent

of the world’s OUD problems arise in the USA.

Figure 1: Annual deaths connected to opioid overuse – USA

Source: National Institute on Drug Abuse

Rollercoaster share price

While the key drivers at Indivior might look very solid and the company has exhibited

strong share price growth in the past two years, it has not been an easy ride for investors

longer term; this is all too visible in the share price chart at the beginning of this article.

The share had tripled following the 2014 de-merger, but suffered a precipitous decline

from 2018 to 2019: the share price dropped c.95 per cent from 496p to 30p. There were

two stages to this slump:

1. Generic rival launch
In June 2018 the US FDA approved generic versions of Suboxone film from both

Dr. Reddy's (an Indian generic pharmaceuticals company FDA approved to export

to the US) and Mylan (now Viatris following the merger with Upjohn, Pfizer's

off-patent medicine division). Sales began to fall steadily and the shares

preempted that impact falling by c.80 per cent  from 496p to around 100p in the

following nine months.

2. Department of Justice fraud allegation
In April 2019, the US Department of Justice alleged fraud against Indivior with the

indictment suggesting that, rather than marketing its opioid-addiction drug

responsibly, Indivior promoted it with a “disregard for the truth about its safety

and despite known risks of diversion and abuse”. The shares dropped another 70

per cent in one day following the disclosure completing the 95 per cent  drop. In
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2020, Indivior pleaded guilty to charges and must pay $600m over seven years

($103m + 6x$50m + $200m in 2027) in restitution. This now sits on the balance

sheet (Note 21 of the 2020 Accounts) under Provisions and other liabilities.

Reversal of the share price fortunes

The shares have, more recently, seen the woes of 2018 and 2019 begin to reverse as

Suboxone sales held up better than anticipated, Suboclade sales proved to be very strong

and the cash flow impact of the DoJ settlement proved not to be too onerous.. From the

mid-2019 low point to the end of 2020, the share price tripled.

That proved to be just phase one of the rebound. The shares surged again during 2021 as

the positive trends above were augmented by a decision made in the dying days of the

Trump administration.  Previously, doctors had to undergo an eight-hour training and

receive a licence known as the “X-waiver” before they could prescribe buprenorphine.

This followed years of campaigning by advocates arguing that tight buprenorphine

regulations hamper the provision of quality addiction care. This enabled potentially wider

use of the group’s medications.  All of this has helped see the shares rise by another 130

per cent to the recent high and has made it one of the best performing stocks in the FTSE

350 index this year.

No.1 shareholder offloads

In the last few days, another potential concern arose. The group’s largest shareholder,

Scopia (a US alternative asset management firm) announced that it was placing c. 3 per

cent of the equity from its holding of c.16.5 per cent. The shares were placed at 250p,

then 10p below the market price. No reason was given for the offload but Scopia remains

the top shareholder and retains a seat on the board. Nonetheless, the market did take

some fright and the shares touched 230p but appear to have stabilised.

While this action may have spooked the markets it is unlikely to be a panic sell by Scopia

fearing specific bad news. This is because of the presence of Scopia on the Indivior board,

via non-executive director Jerome Lande. It would create an impossible position if an

insider was to sell such a large stake in anticipation of negative news from within the

company.

More likely is that the sale simply follows the very strong share price and profit taking

after some well-timed buying back into the stock by this fund following its partial

disinvestment in 2019, as shown in Figure 2. How well this fund bought back into the

business can be seen in the prices it has paid, as summarised in Table 1.
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Figure 2: Scopia shareholding in Indivior over time – millions of shares

Source: Factset

Table 1: Scopia recent buying back into Indivior

Shares '000 Est in price Est gain * Est gain %age * Est gain £m *

Mar 2020 15,989 44p 206p 468.18% 32.9

May 2020 6,369 59p 191p 323.73% 12.2

Jul 2020 7,937 137p 113p 82.48% 9.0

Oct 2020 10,610 104p 146p 140.38% 15.5

Jan 2021 8,113 127p 123p 96.85% 10.0

Total 49,018 79.5

Source: Factset | * to the 250p placing price November 2021

Valuation and assessment

Indivior exemplifies the key risks of investing in a pharma stock: legal action and/or

regulatory intervention; the licencing of generic alternatives. While all businesses are

impacted by interventions and changes in competition, in the pharma sector the typical

reaction is for the shares to be poleaxed, as occurred here. Patent drugs make very high

margins and generics erode sales, prices and margins. That is all the more acute where

the business has a portfolio as narrow as that of Indivior. This helps explain, along with the

admission and heavy fine in the DoJ fraud case, why the rating here is low relative to what

appears to be almost explosive growth. Earnings per share (EPS) looks to have bottomed

out in 2020 at 8c/5.7p as Suboxone’s decline slows and Sublocade ramps up pulling

margins back up. EPS in the consensus forecast doubles in 2021 and doubles again by

2023.
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Given this, the positive swings in the regulatory climate, scale of the opioid problem in the

USA and the success of the newer drugs, one might have expected a relatively high rating

here. However, the stock is only rated in line with FTSE All Share and on a similar basis to

the lower end of the pharma sector with a PE next year of c.14x and  EV/Ebitda of c.6x.

This does beg the question of whether there is the right balance of risk and reward here.

The pricing of risk feels too high. The net damage from generics has largely run its course,

the DoJ case is settled and the new drugs are exhibiting very strong growth. The market

does, however, tend to have a long memory and the collapse in the share price is still

relatively fresh plus fear that the largest shareholder might sell more stock must be in

investors’ eyeline. There may also be concerns about Sublocade's 'orphan' status. All told,

it feels as if too little credit is being given to the positives here and we would tend to

agree with the consensus view that closer to 300p than today’s 230p represents fairer

value.

Continued below...
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Marlowe – an aggressive expander

Source: FactSet

Marlowe is the leading player in the UK fields of safety, security, testing and compliance

with 80 per cent of its revenue arising in the Testing, Inspection and Certification (TIC)

industry. The balance arises in Governance, Risk and Compliance (GRC) work. In practice,

that means it provides services such as in person testing, audits & certification,

self-certification (in-situ or online), e-learning, compliance testing and risk assessment

tools to a wide range of end customers and industries.

Figure 1: Breakdown of Marlowe’s revenues by type

Source: Marlowe PLC | EHS = Environmental health and safety
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This is driven by government regulation under an array of laws  (ie Employment Relations

Act 1999 or Health & Safety at Work Act 1974) plus requirements from various industry

regulatory bodies. The services that its clients use are almost all non-discretionary and

largely cover regulated end markets making these revenue streams very resilient.

Aggressive acquisitor

Marlowe is an aggressive acquirer of other businesses in its field, taking advantage of

both the fragmented nature of its end markets and its own relatively small market share:

the latter avoids any potential competition issues.

Table 1: Marlowe’s shares of its end markets
Market segment Marlowe's share End market growth rate

Water & Air hygiene 6% 6-7%

Fire & security 5% 2-3%

Employment law & HR 4% 2-3%

Health & safety 3% 10%+

Contractor compliance 1% 5%

EHS & compliance software 1% 7%

Occupational health 1% 5%

Source: Marlowe PLC | shaded segment within the TIC division, remainder in GRC

Since its IPO in 2014, Marlowe has made no less than 65 acquisitions totalling £438m:

24 were made in the past 12 months for £225m. Almost all of these were funded either

directly or indirectly via the issue of new equity: £247m of equity has been issued in the

past five years. This is a very heavy load for any business to absorb and running at such a

high pace of expansion does increase the risk of operations being less well integrated or

not monitored as well as perhaps they could be.

While there is clearly very solid progress in total revenues and earnings, one thing that

we cannot readily see is like-for-like comparisons, so that investors can see how much of

the growth is being bought in and how much is coming through organically. This is vital to

assess whether such sizable new equity resources are being well invested.

Higher rates of expansion are needed because the heart of the business (Fire & Security

and Water & Air Hygiene) do not have especially strong, underlying rates of growth:

Marlowe reports that each is likely to grow as a market space by only 2-3 per cent per

annum. These two market segments accounted for close to half of the group’s revenue in

FY2021.
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A bridge too far?

In July 2021, Marlowe attempted to make what was, by an order of magnitude, its largest

acquisition. It offered £723m (most in shares with a small cash element) for fellow

Aim-traded Restore plc, a physical and digital document management business that is also

involved in business relocation. At the time of the offer, the two businesses were of

almost equal size, but Marlowe sought to be the dominant party.

The deal was rejected by Restore on the oft-cited basis that the offer ‘significantly

undervalues the business’ and that shareholders stood to achieve better performance

remaining as a standalone. The market has since proved that it does not fully agree with

the under-valuation argument, with the share price never reaching the 530p tabled by

Marlowe and now sits around 50p below the offer price. Perhaps the offer structure

failed to appeal, with just 71p being cash and the rest in new shares in the enlarged group.

Making adjustments

It is always important for investors to be aware of what adjustments are being made to

the presented profitability of any business via the exclusion of costs that management

considers to be outside the normal scope of operations. Typically these would comprise

goodwill amortisation costs and exceptional charges for business reorganisation. In

Marlowe’s case, the issue of goodwill (the difference between the price paid for a

business and its ‘hard’ asset value) is substantial. As there is so much expansion and most

of the businesses acquired are ‘asset light’ Marlow buys a large amount of goodwill and

this should be reflected in its results as it is a key part of its profit delivery.

In Marlowe’s case, such adjustments are regularly made (every year since IPO in fact) and

they are substantial.  In FY 2021, for example, the adjusted pre-tax profit was £17m,

while the statutory profit was a in fact a loss of £1.6m. The last six years’ profits are

summarised below showing the repeat nature of this issue.

Table 4: Reported and adjusted pre-tax profits
Pre-tax profit to May Reported Adjusted

£000 £000

2021 (1,600) 17,100

2020 500 13,200

2019 2,000 8,900

2018 (400) 5,900

2017 700 3,200

2016 (128) -300

Aggregated 1,072 48,000

Source: Factset
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Unsurprisingly, after making so many acquisitions, a sizable part of the adjustment is

goodwill: the balance sheet carried £247m at the past year-end and £6.5m was written

off in the FY2021 results. This was alongside £2.2m of acquisition costs, £4.2m of

share-based payments (SBP) and £5.6m of restructuring charges.

It is easy to understand why a management team wants to add these statutory costs back

in as that can allow investors to see what the business is capable of making when no such

further costs arise. But in this case, these costs are almost part and parcel of the business

model as it centres so much on bolting on new businesses and is likely to continue as such

for at least the next two to three years.

If it was just a non-cash item such as goodwill amortisation that did not impact cash flow,

that might be reasonable, but in 2021 the bulk of the cost written back did have a cash

flow impact. While share-based payments are non-cash, they do have an impact in that

they dilute earnings for other shareholders, they will (in time) incur dividends and in

future such payments may not be desirable for recipients meaning they can flip over to be

a cash item in future periods – in FY2021, SBPs were equivalent to almost one quarter of

adjusted profit before tax (PBT).

The rationale is that M&A activity is likely to slow between now and 2025 (the end of the

board’s current strategic sight line) and that restructuring costs will eventually drop out,

but the issue with goodwill remains and so, most likely, will SBPs. Also, it feels unlikely that

the board will simply stop expanding after 2025 and settle down to become a 5-7 per

cent organic growth business. As we examine later, it feels as if the current model is likely

to continue for much of the next 10 years, as Marlowe’s market share is still going to be

low in most business areas and the board has already indicated a desire for expansion

into totally new regulated markets. In reality, the large disparity between reported and

adjusted profits is likely to continue.

When is a SaaS not a SaaS?

Software as a  service (SaaS) is a great buzzword in the IT field and is an area that tends to

attract a premium rating. However, it is a term that is often misapplied to much more

mundane software or web applications that can over-glamorise what a business offers to

its customers. Marlowe increasingly looks to present many of its online services as SaaS.

True SaaS is something like Office 365, Quickbooks or Sage where there is a single

instance of the programme, common to all users using a common but compartmentalised

database for user content.  It is not clear whether Marlowe’s presentation of SaaS fits

that description or whether it is more like a simple transfer to the web of distinct (and

often bespoke) forms and processes.
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This is not a major issue but SaaS-focus is increasingly prominent in Marlowe’s

presentations and investors need to be careful not to over-value; this is a wide-spread

issue with many companies looking to up-rate more mundane business models with a

more glamorous twist. Investors just need to be careful not to reassess the valuation of a

process that has a SaaS label attached to it.

Conclusions

There is good headline growth from this business, but it is too hard to see whether that is

being driven by ‘quick wins’ from the large number of businesses acquired or whether

more substantial and long-term value is being created for shareholders in years following

the acquisition. Despite this lack of visibility externally, management confidently

expresses its belief that growth can be accelerated. However, I am wary: analysts and the

market seem wary too.

There is a stated, three-year board strategy for growth (to FY2025) that aims to increase

revenues to £500m (£192m reported for FY 2021 but a closing year run rate of £281m)

with Ebitda of £100m (£28.7m reported for FY2021 and an indicated exit run rate of

£44m). This target is ambitious but it is notable that is not reflected in the consensus -

while this only reaches reliably as far as 2024, revenues to that are estimated at just

£365m with Ebitda of £46.6m. Notably, the Ebitda is barely above the run rate reported

for the end of FY2021. Ebitda margins in this consensus are 13¼ per cent whereas the

board suggests a year later that they can reach 20 per cent on much higher revenue.

The market too seems to be dismissing the board’s target as if it is achieved, the EV/Sales

would drop to very low levels of barely 1.25x (half the current level) and EV/Ebitda to 7x

(also half). This would be something of a valuation vacuum and if the board’s targets were

seen as deliverable, this would play out in a sharp rise in the share price to fill that

vacuum.

If analysts believe that the ambition to drive up revenues and margins is deliverable, that

should be in their forecasts; that it is not must indicate some measure of doubt. If,

however, the management forecasts are correct, there will need to be a large and

enduring upgrade cycle across the next three years; that would be a positive for the share

price. Conversely, there is the danger that management has to concede that the

£500m/£100m plan is either too ambitious or the timescale too short: that would be

likely to have a negative impact even though market forecasts do not embrace it.

There needs now to be evidence that the acquisitions are adding the expected value; that

Covid has not left too much damage to either Marlowe’s businesses or their clients; that

the purchase price plus rationalisations plus goodwill writes offs are justified against the
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sizeable equity raises; and that it can bridge that gap between its ambition and analysts’

caution.

The share price feels a little like it is on an inflexion point and investors can afford to hold

off for now: the shares feel likely to lose momentum after a very strong run in the last

year, rising by c.75 per cent.  If the £500m/£100m outcome starts looking more credible,

the shares can move ahead again. If the board shades that ambition, the shares are likely

to be knocked back but only to a limited extent because the core fundamentals and

long-term potential are still very solid so buying on any dip would be worth considering.

The shares are not especially expensive but neither are they cheap on a year 1 PE of 23x

and EV/Ebitda of 15x, not too far away from the average for the support services sector.

The lack of transparency is a concern and the likelihood of Marlowe not paying a dividend

in the foreseeable future likewise means that this is growth-only, step of faith stock. But if

one is happy with that kind of investment profile Marlowe might still appeal.

Continued below...
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Kape Technologies – go big or go home

Source: FactSet

Kape is a UK-based but globally spread cyber security business founded in 2011 and

bought by the serial entrepreneur Teddy Sagi in 2012 when it was still in the form of

internet, cross-browser advertising platform software (adware) provider, Crossrider. Sagi

still owns 62 per cent of Kape’s equity today. Crossrider received a lot of bad press as its

tools were able to be used by malware creators plus many investors found it difficult to

understand what the company actually did. In stark contrast to its performance today

when rebadged and much changed as Kape, the shares slumped following the 2014 IPO

falling more than 75 per cent in its first two years as a plc.

The turnaround came in September 2016 when the plc announced that it was shutting

down the Crossrider platform and performing a volte face moving into the cybersecurity

space buying Romanian-based virtual private network (VPN) operator CyberGhost , it

rebranded as Kape in March 2018 and embarked on a series of acquisitions and

expansion that would form the shape of the business today.

In the past 12 months Kape has undertaken two scale changing acquisitions, buying

Webselence (an online content platform focused on  consumer-focused privacy and

security content) for £107m in March 2021 and most recently, by far its largest ever deal,

purchasing Express VPN for £675m in September. This adds to the existing portfolio of

VPN businesses: Cyber Ghost, one of the earliest ventures into secure web access;
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Private Internet Access, a US VPN operator; ZenMate providing anonymous as well as

secure connectivity.

Kape today is primarily a provider of VPN services, mostly for consumers (rather than

businesses), with close to half its revenues arising in the US and the balance mostly from a

range of European countries (the largest being Germany followed by the UK). It also runs

a number of ‘digital security’ businesses offering antivirus and similar products.

Table 1: Kape’s VPN portfolio
Operator Users Servers Countries Site/Locations

Express VPN 3m 3,100 94 160

CyberGhost 15m 7,500 91 105

PIA 1m 10,000 78 100

ZenMate 50,000 4,000 80 89

Source: Various Kape group websites, techradar.com

The scale changer

The purchase of Express VPN was a scale changer for Kape. Express is one the world’s

largest VPN operators and in many independent reviews, is seen as being the ‘best’

option for VPN in terms of speed and ease of use - the ‘best’ slot is hotly contested

between Express, Surfshark and NordVPN. This was a step-change acquisition bringing in

incremental annual revenues of $280m historic (up 37 per cent on prior year) which

compares with just $89m historic from Kape’s existing digital privacy operations and

$122m for the whole group in FY2020. Express recorded an Ebitda of $75m last year (up

35 per cent on prior year) against Kape’s existing group total of $52m.

Express brought in 3 million paying subscribers, more than the 2.52 million Kape had

hitherto amassed across all of its brands (VPN and security software) - this will not be a

full net gain as there will be some overlap. There looks to be material overlap with

potential for cost savings, cross-selling opportunities and better leveraging the central

overheads such that the board indicates that EPS for FY2022 will be improved by 28 per

cent due to the acquisition.

A key clue to the attraction of Express is in its name.  Connection via a VPN does slow

everything down due to the encryption process, the distance to the server, and the VPN

protocol overlaid on the standard connection protocols. Express VPN is seen as offering

one of the fastest connections due to well-located, fast-connected and modern servers.
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What is a VPN?

A VPN allows internet users to connect, in effect, to a private network across a public

network - this is sometimes referred to as a ‘tunnel’ . This enables users to send and

receive data across shared or public networks as if they were directly connected to the

private network. This is different from the more common “secure server” connection to

payment and internet banking sites using the ‘https’ protocol. In this case the connection

only to that specific site is secure but the connection to your internet service provider

(ISP) is still an open one.

Anyone, such as your ISP, can see what sites you visited even if they cannot see the data

you sent and received from a secure site. The additional security of a VPN can be

especially useful if connecting to the internet in a location where someone (a government

agency, a hotel, a remote business location, a co-working space, an internet café or a wifi

hotspot) may be monitoring your traffic. Https needs to be active in both your browser

and the site you are visiting: you cannot otherwise force traffic to be secure and

encrypted.

VPN, in contrast, makes the whole connection to the internet secure, encrypting all

traffic. This means that your ISP cannot see any of your internet activity as your

connection to destination websites is managed through the VPN servers, not those of

your ISP. This adds an additional layer of web security and also allows you to ‘trick’ a

website into believing that you are located in a different country. This is because your

connection appears to be coming from an IP address in, say, Japan as that is where your

‘tunnel’ is connected. This is seen as being useful for connecting to sites like Netflix to

access content not available in your country; or being able to access more favourably

priced hotel / airline prices if you can appear to be a local; or for gaining access to

‘geo-blocked’ websites such as some US TV and news sites. You can also safely connect to

your home computer or network from a remote location, although free utilities such as

Chrome Remote Desktop can also allow this.

Why does an ordinary internet user need a VPN? The internet is still something akin to

the wild west with hackers and scammers becoming increasingly sophisticated in their

attempts to steal information and divert users to unwanted sites. Many users feel the

need for an additional layer of security that VPN offers. The market for VPN is growing

rapidly with MarketsandResearch suggesting that the market will grow by almost 18 per

cent CAGR through to 2027 to then present annual revenues of c.$108bn ($35bn in

2020).

Covid has been a major boost to the VPN market with millions of workers needing to

connect to corporate networks through ultra-secure mechanisms. While corporate
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point-to-point, managed services from the likes of Barracuda are available, it is often

better value to use a consumer VPN instead.

Other activities at Kape

Prior to the Express VPN purchase, around a quarter of revenue and a fifth of Ebitda

flowed from Kape’s Digital Security side. These businesses primarily offer antivirus

software (Intego and Restoro), PC optimisation (DriverFix) and security data, information

and comparison content (Webselenese).

Webselenese boosted this arm of the group by a near doubling of its revenues when

purchased in March, only to see this division pushed back to be just 20 per cent of

revenues after the ExpressVPN purchase. While margins are lower than for VPN

services, this does offer growth potential via cross-selling and integration in ‘suite’

solutions, such as has been rolled out at Ghost.

Kape has been pushing hard on the cross-selling of security products to its VPN

customers to offer an integrated security solution for both desktop and connection

security: this has been successful in driving sales. In contrast, ExpressVPN has no such

additional services in its portfolio meaning that its 3 million subscribers are available for

the first time for up- and cross-selling which should help to accelerate growth in Kape’s

second string.

Different to Darktrace

We recently wrote on another cybersecurity business Darktrace, which is a somewhat

different beast from Kape. Darktrace is a corporate networks security business that uses

AI embedded with a network to root out, report on or quarantine abnormal activity that

appears malicious and is likely to be due to hackers gaining access to the network. Kape is

a consumer business that looks primarily to protect data in personal web traffic from

attack, snooping, diversion or theft using standard encryption protocols in addition to

personal antivirus/anti-malware software for web-browsers.

Kape’s markets are well established and it is a leading player with a dominant market

position. Darktrace’s technology is new and innovative but is not (yet) widely adopted and

there is considerable scope for other leading network security players to marginalise its

position by developing similar technologies.

Valuation

Transactions that make a near instant change to a business are more exciting and more

visible than progressive change and where there is a single bolt-on to a group, it is likely
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that the impact of the investment on profitability will be much easier to follow. Unlike

Marlowe above, it is very easy to see the benefits of the straight expansion, the synergies,

the shared R&D,  and the cross/up-selling to the two customer bases. The quality of the

business here has been visibly improved, per customer revenue is raised and exposure to

the world’s strongest market (the US) is improved.

VPN is a highly competitive market, but that Express has been able to sustain a sizable

price premium over Kape’s existing products and much of the competition should indicate

that Express has increased Kape’s quality of earnings . The quantum of earnings has

certainly increased with an average increase in forecast EPS for FY2022 (the first full

year of both the recent, large acquisitions) of 27 per cent (Progressive Research

increased EPS from 32.4c to 41c). Yet the share price has only increased by 16 per cent

since the Express deal, effectively de-rating shares.

A big change can bring risk but risk feels fairly moderate here. Kape has purchased a

well-established and very well-regarded market leader in a field that it already knows

very well.  Also, there are millions of customers rather than, say, a few government

departments or corporates that could switch to other providers or look to turn the thumb

screw on pricing. Technology businesses, like pharma companies, do risk seeing a major

share price slump if trading, promised savings or cash flows do not measure up but that

tends to be bound up in the rating  for such sectors more broadly: they carry high

valuations to reflect the market growth but with the very clear understanding that any

slip ups will drive a large de-rating.

However, that does not seem to be the case with Kape. The P/E (at 420p) is only around

13.5x, the EV/Ebitda is c.11x and the EV/Sales is 3x, all of which are fairly low for a

technology company in a market growing at close to 20 per cent. Compare that to a

business like Kainos (PE > 40x and >7x sales) or an uninspiring business like Spirent (PE

21x, approximately 4x sales) and the shares look cheap.

There is likely to be some drag on  the rating due to there being a single, large, controlling,

non-institutional shareholder in place but that issue is eroding: Mr Sagi’s stake is set to

drop from 62 per cent to 53 per cent  due to the ExpressVPN placing and issue. There is

no dividend but in this sector that is really not an issue. There may also be a long shadow,

even though there should not be after so much change, from the dark days of Crossrider.

The shares could comfortably support a share price above 500p as the rating would still

be fairly undemanding and only a little above the market average. Kape has long been an

Investors’ Chronicle favourite and even after rising almost 150 per cent in the last year,

and ten-fold since the darkest days, they are still worth considering. Kape is now well-set
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for its long-term ambition to become a Tier 1 cybersecurity company alongside the likes

of Symantec (now Norton LifeLock), Avast or McAfee. If Kape can ultimately be viewed

through that sort of lens, its valuation could be taken up to another level entirely.
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